A new career opportunity is blowing in the wind at Midcity University.

The school has found a unique way to address America’s energy challenges: windmills.

That’s right…Midcity officials say the century’s old technology can be used today to efficiently generate electricity and pump water.

The first of its kind course in the nation began today. Twenty five students are enrolled in the two week program and their first job is to build a windmill.

Windmill history, design, maintenance, and installation are among the subjects areas to be covered. Graduates will be able to work in rural communities where there’s a shortage of qualified windmill technicians.

This novel course has drawn a lot of interest with some 175 people applying to get --more--
in it. There’s even international interest. A United Nations observer from Brazil is on hand to see if similar classes can be started in third world countries.

Enrollment is already underway at Midcity University for future windmill technology classes. Contact M-U’s News Service for more information.
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